Known Errors in “Solar System Dynamics”
(Last Updated: 19 November 2021)

We did our best to try to eliminate as many errors as possible. However, with more than 1600 equations,
some of them quite complicated, errors were bound to occur. Below is our current list of errors, spelling
mistakes and typos discovered since the proofs were submitted. Where errors were discovered by people
other than the authors we give credit to the person concerned and note the month and year when the error
was reported. We also thank Alan Algustyniak, Roy Brown, Georges Melki and Gabriel Okša for pointing
out errata in the errata!
Please contact the authors if you think you have discovered any additional errors in the book. We cannot
offer any financial rewards for doing so but we do promise to acknowledge error finders in this document.
Page xii, Preface
The URL for the Cambridge University Press website for the book, http://cup.cam.ac.uk/0521575974,
no longer works. The CUP web site for the book is now http://www.cambridge.org/9780521575973 and
the main web site for the supporting material for the book is http://ssdbook.maths.qmul.ac.uk. We are
working on a new website for the book at https://www.solarsystemdynamics.info
Page 20, Question 1.4
The last part of the question asks you to show that there are two additional pairs with |c| < 0.15. In fact
there is only one additional pair. The last part of the question should read “. . . there is one additional pair
with |c| < 0.15.”
Page 21, Question 1.6
There are two corrections to part (e) of the question: The satellites of Neptune should be included and
the limit on the eccentricity should be 0.15 and not 0.1. The relevant parts of the question should read
“. . . satellites of Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune with mean radii > 100 km and orbital eccentricities < 0.15.”
Page 22, Quotation source (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, September 2008)
The quotation from A Midsummer Night’s Dream is actually from Act III, Scene ii, not Act II, Scene ii.
Page 47, Sect. 2.7 (Credit: Itai Tzur, April 2007)
The < symbol in the line following Eq. (2.112) should be replaced by . The condition should be “when
m2  m1 ”.
Page 52, Sect. 2.8, Eqs. (2.132–3) (Credit: Russell Deitrick, April 2014, Kedron Silsbee, October 2015
and Bill Andersen, July 2017)
Only the upper sign in Eq. (2.132) and Eq. (2.133) needs to be used. The sign of hZ is not relevant to the
calculation. Therefore the sentence following Eq. (2.133) needs to be removed. The bottom of that page
now reads:
h cos I = hZ ,

(2.131)

h sin I sin Ω = +hX ,

(2.132)

h sin I cos Ω = −hY .

(2.133)

and the next paragraph begins “The procedure is . . . ”. The use of only the upper sign should also be applied
to Eq. (2.137) (see below).
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This error occurs in all editions of A. E. Roy’s book Orbital Motion as well as Roy’s earlier book Fundamentals
of Astrodynamics (1965). In both books Roy references Forest Ray Moulton’s book An Introduction To
Celestial Mechanics (1914), reprinted by Dover in 1970. Moulton refers to the choice of sign on Page
146 and then again on Page 183 where he writes that “It has been the custom for some writers to take
the inclination always less than 90 degrees, and to define the direction of motion as direct or retrograde,
according as it is the same as that of the earth or the opposite. Another method that has been used is to
consider all motion direct and the inclination as varying from 0 degrees to 180 degrees. The latter method
avoids the use of double signs in the formulas and is adopted here. [See Art. 86.]” Art. 86 occurs on pages
144 to 146 and although that is where the two sign approach is used the context is not made clear. So I think
that Roy (understandably) misinterpreted what Moulton had written and then we repeated Roy’s mistake.
This is an important error and I am very grateful to Russell Deitrick for originally pointing it out.
Page 53, Sect. 2.8, Eq. (2.137) (Credit: Russell Deitrick, April 2014, Kedron Silsbee, October 2015 and
Bill Andersen, July 2017)
Only the upper signs in the expressions for sin Ω and cos Ω in Eq(2.137) should be used. This follows from
the errors in Eq. (2.132) and Eq. (2.133) (see above). The equation now reads:
sin Ω =

+hX
h sin I

and

cos Ω =

−hY
.
h sin I

(2.137)

and the following sentence, “The choice of sign is determined by the sign of hZ (see above)”, should be
deleted.
Page 54, Sect. 2.9 (Credit: Tabare Gallardo, October 2001)
In the line following Eq. (2.142) T̄ refers to the tranverse force and not the tangential force. This is in
keeping with Burns original definition. Therefore the word “tangential” should be replaced by “transverse”.
Page 56, Eq. (2.164) (Credit: Ricardo Reis Cordeiro, February 2004 and Todd Humphreys, March 2005)
The sign in front of the C in the first line of Eq. (2.164) should be − and not +. The corrected equation is:
dω
r−1 − C(eµ)−1 cos(θ − ω)
=2hḣ
dt
eµ sin(θ − ω)
h2
+ θ̇ − 2 2 Ċ cot(θ − ω) .
e µ

(2.164)

Page 57, Sect. 2.9 (Credit: Gabriel Okša, October 2021)
Just above Eq. (2.166) the definition of χ is incorrect. It should be χ = −nτ , not χ = nτ . The same mistake
is made in Burns (1976). The corrected definition is now consistent with the derivative χ̇ = −nτ̇ − ṅτ given
immediately following Eq. (2.166).
Page 57, Sect. 2.10
On the penultimate and last line of this page the phrase “the derivation of Lagrange’s equations (Sect. 6.7),”
should be removed. Lagrange’s equations are discussed in Sect. 6.8 but they are not derived.
Page 65, Sect. 3.2 (Credit: Angela Flynn, March 2000)
The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.7) should be (ζ2 − ζ)2 and not (ζ1 − ζ)2 . The corrected
equation is:
r22 = (ξ2 − ξ)2 + (η2 − η)2 + (ζ2 − ζ)2 .
(3.7)
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Page 66–67, Sect. 3.2 (Credit: Fathi Namouni, October 1999)
There should no apostrophe in “Corioli’s”. The name of the French mathematician was Gustave Gaspard de
Coriolis (see http://www-history.mcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Coriolis.html). Coriolis was assistant professor of mathematics at the Ecole Polytechnique, Paris from 1816 to 1838. Fathi
Namouni attended the same institution.
Page 67, Sect. 3.2 (Credit: Elsa Aristodemou, March 2001)
The first sentence after Eq. (3.22) is a bit confused. Instead of “. . . and the term in 1/r2 and 1/r2 is the
gravitational potential” the middle part of the sentence should be: “. . . and the terms in 1/r1 and 1/r2 are
the gravitational potentials”.
Page 69, Sect. 3.3 (Credit: Athos Athanasiou, April 2013)
The first full sentence after Eq. (3.35), “Since A and B . . . their transposes.” should be removed. The matrix
A is orthogonal but the matrix B is not. In any case this property is not needed in order to derive the
result in Eq. (3.35) — all that is required is evaluation of the matrix products in the equation. Similarly,
the phrase “(or, equivalently, since the determinants of orthogonal matrices are equal to unity)” should be
removed. The phrase is correct but no longer relevant.
Page 71, Sect. 3.4 (Credit: Shafi Ahmed, May 2001)
The first paragraph of Sect. 3.4 ends with the sentence, “In this system we can use Eq. (3.37) to write the
Jacobi constant as . . . ”. In fact, Eq. (3.40) is identical to Eq. (3.36). So while it is true that Eq. (3.40) can
indeed be derived from Eq. (3.37) it would have been more appropriate to write, “In this system we can
write the Jacobi constant as . . . ” or even to remove Eq. (3.40) completely.
Page 72, Sect. 3.4 (Credit: Kees de Pooter, September 2001)
In the last line of p. 72 the increase is given as “almost 8 AU”. It should be “almost 6 AU”. This is now
compatible with the subsequent statement on p. 73 that a = 4.81 AU and a0 = 10.8 AU.
Page 89, Sect. 3.7 (Credit: Kees de Pooter, September 2001)
The last sentence before Eq. (3.125) needs to be modified slightly. It is the first equation in Eq. (3.101)
that is being used and we need expressions for X, Y , Ẏ and Ẍ taken from Eq. (3.123), Eq. (3.124) and
the derivative of the expression for Ẋ in the second part of Eq. (3.123). The sentence should now read
“Substituting the expressions for X, Y , Ẏ , and Ẍ into the first part of Eq. (3.101) we have . . . ”.
Page 92, Sect. 3.7.1 (Credit: Cesar Ocampo, October 2002)
In the first sentence of the last paragraph of this section the word “stable” should be removed. SOHO has
been placed on an unstable, periodic orbit at the L1 point but small amounts of fuel have to be expended
to keep it at this location. The relevant part of the corrected sentence should read: “. . . it is possible to find
periodic orbits in the vicinity . . . ”.
Page 98, Sect. 3.9 (Credit: Gabriel Okša, October 2021)
In the third sentence of the second paragraph it is stated that “Note that those orbits shown in Figs. 3.16 and
3.17 have zero initial velocities.” In fact, as is clear from the initial conditions given in the figure captions,
only the orbits shown in Fig. 3.16 have zero initial velocities. The relevant sentence should read “Note that
those orbits shown in Fig. 3.16 have zero initial velocities.”
Page 100, Sect. 3.9 (Credit: Itai Tzur, May 2007)
The second line of the last paragraph on this page has one too many “thats”. The sentence should start
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“The integration shows that while . . . ”.
Page 103, Sect. 3.10, Eq. (3.159) (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
Replace the “=” by “≈” since this is derived from the approximation in Eq. (3.157). The equation should
read:
x02
y 02
+
≈ 1.
(3.159)
(4/9)(1 + γ) (µ2 /3)(1 + γ)

Page 104, Sect. 3.10 (Credit: Gabriel Okša, October 2021)
In the phrase immediately before Eq. (3.169), “Hence, using v 2 = 2U − CJ and Eq. (3.164), we have” the
relevant equation used was actually Eq. (3.166). Therefore the phrase should be, “Hence, using v 2 = 2U −CJ
and Eq. (3.166), we have”.
Page 107, Sect. 3.10 (Credit: Kees de Pooter, November 2001)
The value of θmin should be 23.9◦ and not 23.5◦ as stated in the text. The same error occurs in Question
3.1 on page 128.
Page 108, Sect. 3.11
The reference to the paper by Christou should now read “Christou (2000)” rather than “Christou (1999)”.
The full reference is now listed below under References C.
Page 113, Sect. 3.12 (Credit: Kees de Pooter, November 2001)
Eight lines from the bottom of the page the mean semi-major axis of Janus and Epimetheus is given as
150,432 km. The number should be 151,432 km and the values for the individual semi-major axes listed in
Table A.9 on page 533 are now consistent with the mean value and the stated variations.
Page 114, Sect. 3.12 (Credit: Itai Tzur, June 2007)
In the caption for Fig. 3.25, the first and second line occurrences of ∆0 need to be changed to ∆a0 . The
first sentence of the caption should now read “The variation of ∆aJ /∆a0 and ∆aE /∆a0 as a function of
longitude in the rotating frame for the Janus-Epimetheus system, where ∆a0 = 50 km is the separation in
semi-major axis of the two orbits when the satellites are 180◦ apart.”
Page 120, Sect. 3.13, Eq. (3.224) (Credit: Gabriel Okša, October 2021)
This equation is incorrect. It should read
1/3

ymin ≈ (2/ζ)µ2

.

(3.224)

The same error occurred in eq. (40) of the original paper by Dermott & Murray (1981a) although the notation
was slightly different; the error was known to us at the time and it should not have made its way into our
book.
Page 120, Sect. 3.13, Eq. (3.225)
This equation is also incorrect but not for the same reason as above. It should read
ymin ≈

8 µ2
.
3 ∆a20

(3.225)

The error arose because of an ambiguous interpretation in the typesetting of eq. (41) in the original paper
by Dermott & Murray (1981a).
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Page 125, Sect. 3.14.2 (Credit: Itai Tzur, June 2007)
In the first paragraph, “Eq. (3.237)” should be replaced by “Eq. (3.141)”. The first line should start
“Comparison of Eq. (3.236) with Eq. (3.141) shows that they are equivalent in the case of no drag, . . . ”.
Page 126, Eqs. (3.245)–(3.246) (Updated in January 2021)
There are mistakes in the values given in Eq. (3.245) that propagate to the value of a1 given in Eq. (3.246).
The changes do not affect the result that the points are linearly unstable to PR drag. The correct values of
a1 and a3 are now consistent with the more general result quoted in Eq. (3.253) with i = 0 and j = −2. The
corrected equations are:
k
(3.245)
kx,ẋ = ky,ẏ = k, kx,y = ky,x =
2
and hence
a3 = −2k.

a1 = 3k,

A previous correction incorrectly stated that kx,ẋ = ky,ẏ = k/2,

(3.246)
kx,y = ky,x = k.

Page 128, Question 3.1
The angular separation of the curves should be 23.9◦ and not 23.5◦ .
Page 129, Question 3.6
The quantities r and v are the position and velocity vectors in the inertial frame, not the rotating frame.
This is consistent with the use in Sect. 3.14.2 even though we used v rather than V. Furthermore, the theory
referred to can be found in Sect. 3.14.2 and not Sect. 3.15.2.
Page 134, Figure 4.4 (Credit: Itai Tzur, June 2007)
The angle I should be removed from Fig. 4.4a. It does not denote the inclination of the moon’s orbit and
should not have been included in the figure.
Page 143, Eq. (4.60) (Credit: Shay Zucker, June 2007)
The first term in parentheses on the first line of this equation should be 1 and not 1/2. The corrected
equation is:


2
4
Vos (r, ψ) = − ζgP2 (cos ψ) − πB 2 σG 1 − T2 P2 (cos ψ)
3
5
!
 2
(4.60)
3
4 A
3 A
− π (ρ − σ)G 1 − T2 P2 (cos ψ) +
S2 P2 (cos ψ) .
3 B
5 B

Page 146, Eq. (4.81) (Credit: Francis Nimmo, April 2006)
The denominator in the fact outside the parentheses on the right-hand side of this equation should be 5σ
and not 5ρ. The corrected equation is:
2hρi
H=
5σ



1 + µ̃ + (3/2)(A/B)2 F δ
(1 + µ̃)(δ + 2σ/5ρ)


(4.81)

Page 147, Sect. 4.5 (Credit: Itai Tzur, June 2007)
The quantity ζ is the height of the surface above the mean surface, not the ocean floor. On the last line
change “above the ocean floor” to “above the mean surface”.
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Page 150, Eq. (4.103) (Credit: Robin Canup, June 2000)
The a on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.103) should be replaced by 2. The corrected equation is:

Ωmax ≈

Gmp
a3

1/2

1/2

≈ 2 (Ghρi)

(4.103)

Page 151, Eq. (4.104) (Credit: Shay Zucker, June 2007)
The subscript in the Legendre polynomial in Eq. (4.104) should be n and not 2. The corrected equation is:
"
#
 n
∞
X
Gm
R
Vgravity (r, θ) = −
1−
Pn (cos θ)
Jn
r
r
n=2

(4.104)

Page 151, Sect. 4.5 (Credit: Bruce Bills, June 2000)
On the first line below Eq. (4.106) the phrase “Since P2 (µ) is an odd function for odd n” should be replaced
by “Since Pn (µ) is an odd function for odd n”
Page 151, Sect. 4.5 (Credit: Bruce Bills, June 2000)
In the paragraph below Eq. (4.106) the sentence “In fact, only the Earth has a measured nonzero value of
J3 ” is incorrect. This is clear from the data given in Yoder (1995). The sentence should be replaced by “In
fact, only the Moon, Earth, Mars and Venus have measured nonzero values of J3 ”.
Page 163, Sect. 4.9 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the penultimate paragraph on page 163, replace “spirally” by “spiralling”.
Page 165, Sect. 4.9 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the sentence preceding Eq. (4.164), the last “Moon” should be replaced by “Sun”. The phrase is “. . . to
the tide raised by the Moon on the Earth, and to the tide raised by the Earth on the Sun, . . . ”.
Page 177, Sect. 4.12 (Credit: Bruce Bills, November 2000)
In Eqs. (4.207) and (4.208) the π should be in the denominator and not the numerator. Furthermore, in
Eq. (4.207) the time average of | sin3 nt| rather than just sin3 nt is the quantity that is being calculated. In
Eq. (4.209) there should be an additional factor π in the denominator. This now agrees with eq. (7) of Sagan
& Dermott (1982). The three equations should be
h sin3 nt i =

hsin3 2βi =

2
π

hv 3 i =

Z

4
3π

π/2

sin3 2β sin β dβ =

0

3


2
3eh
nC
s
105π 2
D

(4.207)
32
35π

(4.208)
(4.209)

Page 180, Sect. 4.13 (Credit: Dimitri Veras, February 2003 and Ozgur Karatekin, April 2006)
In the sentence immediately before Eq. (4.220) the referenced equation should be Eq. (4.214) and not
Eq. (4.24). The corrected sentence should be: “From Eq. (4.214) we have . . . ”.
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Page 181, Eq. (4.224) (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
The units of ṅ are arcsec century−2 not arcsec century−1 as this is a rate of change of a frequency. The
equation should be
d2 λ
= ṅ = −25.3 ± 1.2 arcsec century−2 .
(4.224)
dt2
Page 186, Question 4.2
In part (a) the fractional core radius should be defined as x = Rc /R and not as x = rc /R. The same error
occurs in part (b) where the radius of the Earth’s core should be Rc = 3,480 km and not rc = 3,480 km.
Page 187, Question 4.5
In order to derive an expression for the inclination damping timescale you need to make use of a result
from Peale et al. (1979). This states that for a synchronous satellite on a circular,
 inclined orbit, the rate
of dissipation of tidal energy within the satellite is given by Ė = − Gm2p Rs5 n/a6 (k2 /Q)s (3/2) sin2  where
mp is the mass of the planet, Rs is the radius of the satellite and  is the obliquity of the satellite’s spin axis.
Page 189, Sect. 5.2 (Credit: Atakan Gurkan, July 2006)
On the last line of this page the reader is referred to Sect. 4.5. It should be Sect. 4.10. The corrected sentence
is: “. . . in a 2:1 ellipse (cf. Sect. 4.10) as . . . ”.
Page 193, Eq. (5.8) (Credit: Angela Flynn, February 2003)
There are several approximations in Eq. (5.8) and the second and third equality signs should be replaced by
≈. The corrected equation is:
sin δ = cos f ≈ cos(nT + 2e sin nT ) ≈ cos nT − 2e sin2 nT.

(5.8)

Page 193, Sect. 5.2, Eq. (5.11) (Credit: Sebastiano Padovan, May 2011)
On the second line of Eq. (5.11) the term in the denominator in the integrand should be (1 − e2 )1/2 and not
(1 − e2 )2 . The corrected equation is:
Z
nD 2π/n  a 6
sign(η̇ − ϕ̇)dt
2π 0
r
Z
D 2π  a 4 sign(η̇ − ϕ̇)
=−
df.
2π 0
r
(1 − e2 )1/2

hNs i = −

(5.11)

Page 198, Eq. (5.47) (Credit: Mike Austin, March 2001)
The subscript of ω̇ in the first term on the left-hand side of Eq. (5.47) should be y and not x. The corrected
equation is:
B ω̇y − (C − A)ωz ωx = Ny
(5.47)

Page 201, Figure 5.8
There should be a line joining the planet to the point O at the centre of the satellite.
Page 203–204, Sect. 5.4 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
On the last line of page 203 and the first line of page 204, the referenced equation numbers are incorrect.
They should be “Eqs. (5.65) to (5.68)” and not “Eqs. (5.81) to (5.84)”.
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Page 205, Eq. (5.88) (Credit: Dimitri Veras and Angela Flynn, February 2003)
The − sign in the denominator of Eq. (5.88) should not be there. The corrected equation is:


2hNs i
1
−1
γ0 = sin
2
[sign H(p, e)]ω02 C

(5.88)

Page 209, Sect. 5.4 (Credit: Angela Flynn, February 2003)
The sentence immediately prior to Eq. (5.95) incorrectly refers to Eq. (5.79) when it should refer to Eq. (5.87),
the strength criterion. The beginning of the sentence should now be: “From the strength criterion, Eq. (5.87)
and Eq. (5.2), we calculate that . . . ”.
Page 214, Eq. (5.110) (Credit: Angela Flynn, February 2003)
There is an error in the expression inside the summation in the denominator of Eq. (5.110). To agree with
the definition of W in Eq. (5.102) we must have H(h, e) instead of H(p, e). The corrected equation is:
2

Pp =

2Z
2 [H(p, e)]
=
P
2
2
Z +W
[H(p, e)] + h6=p [H(h, e)] sign (p − h).

(5.110)

Page 216–7, Figure 5.16, Eq. (5.123) (Credit: Matt Tiscareno and Joe Burns, May 2008)
Figure 5.16 is incorrect and shows a configuration that can never arise. Equation (5.123) should be rewriiten
as
2ω 2 e
2e sin nt
2e sin nt
, and ψ =
.
(5.123)
γ = − 2 0 2 sin nt =
2
n − ω0
1 − (n/ω0 )
1 − (ω0 /n)2
There are two different cases to consider: (a) ω0 < n and (b) ω0 > n. The new expressions for γ and ψ in
Eq. (5.123) make it clear that they will always have opposite signs, unlike the configuraton shown in the
current Fig. 5.16 which can never arise. There should be two versions of Fig. 5.16 illustrating each of the two
cases (a) and (b). The final paragraph of Sect. 5.6 on page 217 should have referenced a more up-to-date
version of the work by Duxbury and Callahan (1989) (Icarus, 77, 275–286) as well as a numerical fit by
Simonelli et al. (1993)(Icarus, 103, 49–61).
Page 218, Figure 5.17 (Credit: Angela Flynn, February 2003)
There are only five different trajectories in Fig. 5.17b and not seven as stated in the caption. The corrected
part of the caption should now be: “(b) A surface of section plot for five different trajectories in . . . ”.
Page 222, Question 5.1
The spin period of Mercury is 58.65 days, not 56 days as stated in the question. Note also the correction to
the spin period listed in Appendix A, Table A.4.
Page 226, Figure 6.1 (Credit: Elsa Aristodemou, July 2001)
There is an error in the figure legend. In the second sentence of the legend the symbols R and R0 should be
replaced by Ri and Rj . The second sentence should now be: “The three masses have position vectors Ri ,
Rj and Rc with respect to an arbitrary, fixed origin, O.”
Page 226, Sect. 6.2 (Credit: Doug Hamilton, October 2001)
In the phrase immediately following Eq. (6.2) insert the word “new” before “coordinate system” to avoid
confusion with the point O. The corrected phrase is: “and the primary is the origin of the new coordinate
system (see Fig. 6.1).”
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Page 229, Eq. (6.23) (Credit: Tabare Gallardo, October 2001)
The term µ/r0 needs to be added to the right-hand side of Eq. (6.23) to account for the fact that the term
arising from l = 0 in the summation is a function of the orbital elements of the perturbed (external) body.
The new equation should be:
R0 =

∞
µ
r
r0
µ X  r l
Pl (cos ψ) + 0 + µ 02 cos ψ − µ 2 cos ψ.
0
0
r
r
r
r
r

(6.23)

l=2

Furthermore, the word “two” needs to be replaced by “three” in the following sentence. This should now
start “Thus, apart from three extra terms. . . ”
Page 238, Eq. (6.76)
There is an error in the third sine term associated with e2 . It should be sin[M − ω] and not sin[ω − M ]. The
corrected equation is:
sin[ω + f ] = sin ω cos f + cos ω sin f
≈ sin[ω + M ] + e (sin[ω + 2M ] − sin ω)


1
9
+ e2 − sin[ω + M ] + sin[M − ω] + sin[ω + 3M ]
8
8

(6.76)

Page 242, Eq. (6.93)
There is an error in the partial derivative. The second derivative in the denominator should be ∂a0n and not
∂a0m . The corrected equation is:
ai a0i+1 Ai,j,m,n = ai+m a0i+n+1


∂ m+n  0−(2i+1) (j)
0
a
b
(a/a
)
.
i+ 12
∂am ∂a0n

(6.93)

Page 242, Eq. (6.99)
On the left-hand side the third suffix of A should be 0 and not 2. On the right-hand side, second line, the
last term in parentheses should be 1 not 2. The corrected equation is:
(j)

(j)

ai a0i+1 Ai,j,0,2 = αi+2 D2 bi+ 1 (α) + 4αi+1 (i + 1)Dbi+ 1 (α)
2

2

(j)

+ 2αi (2i2 + 3i + 1)bi+ 1 (α).

(6.99)

2

Page 242, Eq. (6.100)
There is a missing factor

1
2

in two terms on the second line. The corrected equation is:

RD =

1 0
a A0,j,0,0 + εa0 A0,j,1,0 + ε0 a0 A0,j,0,1
2

1
1
+ ε2 a0 A0,j,2,0 + εε0 a0 A0,j,1,1 + ε02 a0 A0,j,0,2
2
2
!


1 r r0
+
Ψ aa02 A1,j,0,0 cos j[θ − θ0 ].
2 a a0

Page 243, Eq. (6.104)
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(6.100)

There are errors in the first two cosine arguments. The first argument should have been (2+j)λ−jλ0 −2$ and
not (2+j)λ−jλ−2$. The second argument should have been (2−j)λ+jλ0 −2$ and not (2−j)λ+jλ−2$.
(2)
There are also errors in the coefficients associated with the third and fourth cosine arguments in RD . In
each case the 2jαD term should be 4jαD. The corrected first four terms in the equation are:


 (j)
1 2
(2)
e 5j + 4j 2 − 2αD − 4jαD + α2 D2 b 1
RD =
2
16
× cos[(2 + j)λ − jλ0 − 2$]


 (j)
1 2
+
e −5j + 4j 2 − 2αD + 4jαD + α2 D2 b 1
2
16
× cos[(2 − j)λ + jλ0 − 2$]


 (j)
1 0
+
ee 2j − 4j 2 − 2αD + 4jαD − α2 D2 b 1
2
8
× cos[(1 + j)λ + (1 − j)λ0 − $ − $0 ]


 (j)
1 0
ee −2j − 4j 2 − 2αD − 4jαD − α2 D2 b 1
+
2
8
× cos[(1 − j)λ + (1 + j)λ0 − $ − $0 ]

Page 245, Eq. (6.109)
There is an error on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.109). The expression should be (a0 /r0 )2 and not (a0 /r0 ).
The corrected equation is:


a0
r0

2

1
= 1 + 2e0 cos[λ0 − $0 ] + e02 (1 + 5 cos[2λ0 − 2$0 ])
2

(6.109)

Page 246, Eq. (6.110)
There is an error in one of the arguments on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.110). The argument of the ninth
cosine term should be 2λ0 − $0 − $ and not 2λ − $0 − $. Therefore the corrected fifth line of the expansion
should be
1
+3ee0 cos[2λ0 − $0 − $] − e02 cos[λ0 + λ − 2$0 ]
8

Page 248, Eq. (6.126) (Credit: Kleomenis Tsiganis, June 2000)
In the definition of j the ā should be replaced by l. (One of the summations in Eq. (6.113) is from l = 0 to
l = i − s.) This is now consistent with the conclusion that l = 0 for the specific example given in Sect. 6.10.2
on page 263. The corrected Eq. (6.126) should be
j = |j2 + i − 2l − 2n − 2p + q| .

(6.126)

Page 251, Eq. (6.143) (Credit: Kleomenis Tsiganis, November 2000)
In the last part of Eq. (6.143) the power of e0 should be |j3 | and not |j30 |. The corrected Eq. (6.143) should
be
f (α) |q| 0|q0 | |m−l+2p| 0|m−l+2p0 |
f (α) |j4 | 0|j3 | |j6 | 0|j5 |
S≈
e e s
s
=
e e s s
.
(6.143)
a0
a0

Page 251, Sect. 6.8 (Credit: Kleomenis Tsiganis, June 2000)
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In line 3 of the first paragraph there is a missing “of”. The third sentence should be “To do this we make
use of Lagrange’s planetary equations.”
Page 251, Sect. 6.8
In line 1 of the second paragraph “require” should be replaced by “requires”.
Page 251, Eq. (6.147) (Credit: Kleomenis Tsiganis, November 2000)
The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (6.147) the R should be replaced by R. The corrected Eq. (6.147)
should be
√
√
tan 21 I ∂R
2 ∂R
1 − e2 (1 − 1 − e2 ) ∂R
d
√
=−
+
+
.
(6.147)
dt
na ∂a
na2 e
∂e
na2 1 − e2 ∂I

Page 252, Sect. (6.8) (Credit: Greg Novak, February 2002)
In the last sentence of the penultimate paragraph  should be replaced by ∗ . The corrected sentence is: “In
practice the variation of ∗ can usually be neglected since it is a small effect.”
Page 253, Sect. 6.9
In the second paragraph there is a comment about the origin of the word “secular”. The Latin word saeculum
is, of course, a noun and not a verb. Replace “verb” by “noun”.
Page 253, Eq. (6.159) (Credit: Elsa Aristodemou, July 2001)
There is an error in the subscripts in this equation which means that j1 and j2 need to be interchanged. The
equation should be:
2
(6.159)
a ≈ (|j2 |/|j1 |) 3 a0 .
Compare this with Eq. (8.24) using the values of j1 = p + q and j2 = −p.
Page 254, Sect. 6.9 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the second sentence of the second paragraph replace “In practise” by “In practice”.
Page 260, Sect. 6.9.2 (Credit: Josh Colwell, March 2011)
On the third line replace “Sect. 8” by “Chapter 8”.
Page 261, Sect. 6.10.1 (Credit: Josh Colwell, March 2011)
On the third line replace “in negligible” by “is negligible”.
Page 265, Sect. 6.11, Eq. (6.218) (Credit: Giammarco Campanella, September 2010)
The mass in Eq. (6.218) should be mp and not mc . The full equation should read:
"
#
∞
X
Gmp
i
1−
Ji (Rp /r) Pi (sin α)
V =−
r
i=2

6.218

Page 266, Sect. 6.11 (Credit: Bruce Bills, June 2000)
The statement “If i is even then the Ji are called zonal harmonics” is incorrect. The statement should
be replaced by “The Ji are called zonal harmonics”. Bruce Bills has pointed out that all of the Ji ’s are
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zonal coefficients, which simply means that they have no longitude dependence. To complete the taxonomy, harmonics which have zeroes only at the poles are called sectoral harmonics, and those which have a
checkerboard pattern of nodal lines are called tesseral harmonics. This is discussed on page 116 of Danby
(1988).
Page 266, Sect. 6.11 (Credit: Tabare Gallardo, October 2001)
Known values for J2 and J4 are listed in Table A.4 not Table A1.4. Therefore on the second line “Table
A1.4” should be replaced by “Table A.4”.
Page 271, Question 6.2
It should be pointed out that in the differential equation for F , the quantity x is α2 . Also, the task of solving
for the coefficients becomes impossible unless s is specified. Therefore, the sentence “Derive expressions for
Al and Bl ” should be replaced by “Taking s = 3/2, derive expressions for Al and Bl ”. Finally, in the
equation for F (α2 ) the coefficients should be Al and Bl , and not al and bl , repectively. This is in keeping
with the notation used in the definition G(y). Therefore the corrected equation should be
F (α2 ) =

∞
X

Al (1 − α2 )l−2s+1 + ln(1 − α2 )

l=0

∞
X

Bl (1 − α2 )l .

l=0

Page 272, Question 6.4
In the second part of the question you should combine your answer with the expression for dω/dt and not
d$/dt as stated in the question.
dω/dt is
 Furthermore, although

 not given in Sect. 6.11, it is relatively easy
to show that dω/dt = 3nJ2 R2 1 − (5/4) sin2 I / a2 (1 − e2 )2 . You should make use of this expression in
your answer.
Page 274, Sect. 7.1 (Credit: Kleomenis Tsiganis, June 2000)
On line 4 “Sect. 3” should be replaced by “Chapter 3”.
Page 276, Sect. 7.2, Eq. (7.8) (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008, David Minton, October 2012 and
Dmitry Savransky, March 2018)
In Eq. (7.8) there is a “+” sign missing from the continuation of the second line of the expression on the
right-hand side. The equation should read:

2 1
Rj = nj aj Ajj e2j + Ajk e1 e2 cos($1 − $2 )
2

(7.8)
1
2
+ Bjj Ij + Bjk I1 I2 cos(Ω1 − Ω2 )
2

Pages 281–283, Sect. 7.3
This is not an error, as such, but a few words of warning about eigenvectors. At the bottom of Page 280,
following Eq. (7.40) we state:
“However, it is clear from these definitions that if xi is an eigenvector of the matrix A then so is cxi where
c is a constant. Therefore each eigenvector is only determined up to some arbitrary scaling constant.”
What is important are the relative sizes and relative signs of the components on the eigenvectors, not their
actual values. Different software packages can give different answers to an eigenvector problem. This does
not mean that some are incorrect. Sometimes the eigenvectors are normalised and sometimes not. For
example, the results shown in this section were obtained using the Mathematica command Eigensystem.
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However, the output from the Eigensystem command changed in early version of the software and this
leads to different values for the eigenvectors. Currently the Eigensystem command produces normalised
eigenvectors for numerical cases and eigenvalues are always sorted in order of decreasing absolute numerical
value. This was not the case with the early version of the software used to produce the book. This is why
some of the eigenvectors in Eq. (7.42) are normalised and some are not. Once the boundary conditions
are included, the necessary scaling factors and constants incorporate any arbitrary constants in the original
eigenvectors so that the results will be the same as those calculated using normalised eigenvectors.
Page 281, Eq. (7.47) (Credit: Doug McNeil, September 2000)
In the first part of Eq. (7.47) there is a mistake in the second element of the array on the right-hand side of
the equation. The number −0.375549 should be replaced by −0.0375549. This is a transcription error and
it does not propagate. The corrected equation should be


S1 sin β1
S2 sin β2




=

−0.0308089
−0.0375549


.

(7.47)

Page 283, Eq. (7.53) (Credit: Pierre Paquette, April 2021)
In the first part of Eq. (7.53) there is a mistake in the amplitude of the cosine term on the right-hand side
of the equation. The number −0.00360 should be replaced by −0.000360. This is a transcription error and
it does not propagate. The corrected equation should be
I1 (t) =

p

0.000856 − 0.000360 cos(21.1◦ − 0.00706 t)

I2 (t) =

p

0.00106 + 0.000888 cos(21.1◦ − 0.00706 t)

(7.53)

Page 289, Sect. 7.5 (Credit: Kleomenis Tsiganis, June 2000)
In paragraph 2, line 3 “over an” should be replaced by “over and”.
Page 296, Eq. (7.110) (Credit: Ricardo Reis Cordeiro, February 2004)
In Eq. (7.110) the sign in front of the e0 term on the second line should be + and not −. The corrected
equation is:
"
(j)
∞
db3/2
1 1 X
(j)
−3
∆ =
b
−
αe
cos f
2 a03 j=−∞ 3/2
dα


(7.110)
#
(j)
db
3/2
(j)
 cos f 0 cos jφ.
+ e0 3b3/2 + α
dα

Page 297, Sect. 7.6 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
The first equation on page 297 should be numbered 7.111, not 7.11.
Page 311, Table 7.4 (Credit: Doug Hamilton, October 2001)
In the column heading for the table “eproper (◦ )” should be replaced by “eproper ” because it does not have
units.
Page 312, Sect. 7.10 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In lines 4 and 5, replace “the their” by “their”.
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Page 317, Sect. 7.11 (Credit: Paul Cresswell, March 2007)
The reference to “Michel & Thomas (1995)” has an incorrect year. The paper was actually published in
1996. The correct citation should be “Michel & Thomas (1996)”. A correction has also been made in the
full list of references on page 569.
Page 317, Sect. 7.12 (Credit: Angela Flynn, March 2000)
On the second line of the second paragraph the phrase “all the planets except planets” should be replaced
by “all the planets except Pluto”.
Page 318, Question 7.1
The quantities µ1 and µ2 are not defined in the question. They are given by µ1 = m1 /(ms + m2 ) and
µ2 = m2 /(ms + m1 ) where ms is the mass of the star.
Page 319, Question 7.6
Table A.9 does not give a mass for Hyperion. For the purposes of this question you should take the mass to
be 0.143 × 1020 kg.
Page 328, Sect. 8.3 (Credit: Doug Hamilton, October 2001)
In the first sentence of the second paragraph replace “conjunction” with “conjunctions”.
Page 329, Sect. 8.4, Eq. (8.17) (Credit: Josh Colwell, March 2011)
An additional term needs to be added to the right-hand side of Eq. (8.17). The additional term is identical
to the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8.15). The full equation should now read:
˙ =

e ∂R sin 21 I ∂R
+
2na2 ∂e
na2 ∂I

(8.17)

Page 329, Sect. 8.4 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In line 4, it should be “see Sect. 6.8”, not “see Sect. 6.7”.
Page 331, Sect. 8.4 (Credit: Elsa Aristodemou, July 2001)
The sentence starting “It is clear from Eq. (8.23) . . . ” should be replaced by “It is clear from Eq. (8.22) . . . ”.
Page 333, Eq. (8.35)
There is an obvious(!) problem with Eq. (8.35). It should read:
da
= −2(j2 /j4 )ae
de

(8.35)

Page 333, Sect. 8.5 (Credit: Doug Hamilton, October 2001)
The purpose of discussing the result derived from the Tisserand relation in Eq. (8.37) was to make a comparison with Eq. (8.35) (as corrected above). However, the final comparison was not made. If we take
Eq. (8.37) and make use of the approximate resonant condition j1 n0 + j2 n = 0 then a3/2 − 1 = a3/2 − a03/2 =
a3/2 (1 + j1 /j2 ). But j1 , j2 and j4 satisfy the d’Alembert relation such that j1 + j2 + j4 = 0. Hence Eq. (8.37)
can be written as da/de = −2(j2 /j4 )ae which is identical to Eq. (8.35) to this level of approximation. As
Doug Hamilton points out, the expressions will not agree to higher order. The Jacobi generalisation includes
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all long and short period terms to all orders in e, while a generalisation of Eq. (8.35) clearly applies only to
the resonant argument.
Page 335, Sect. 8.6 (Credit: Konstantin Batygin, June 2009)
In the text immediately following Eq. (8.45) concerning the sign of the constant Cr , it should be made
clear that this is based on inspection of Table 8.5 and that this is for internal resonances (i.e. an external
perturber). We do not discuss the case of external resonances. To make this clear, insert the words “for
internal resonances” between “that” and “the” on the first line following Eq. (8.45).
Page 335, Sect. 8.6 (Credit: Angela Flynn, January 2003)
The sign in the equation on line 4 of the penultimate paragraph should be +, not −. The corrected equation
should be ϕ̈0 = +ω02 sin ϕ0 .
Page 339, Sect. 8.7 (Credit: Josh Colwell, April 2011 and Pablo Lemos, March 2016)
In the sentence immediately before Eq. (8.65), replace “Eq. (8.31)” by “Eq. (8.30)”.
Page 339, Sect. 8.7 (Credit: Elizabeth Platt, December 2003)
In the line immediately before Eq. (8.70) the φ̇ should be replaced by ϕ̇. The end of that sentence should
now be “. . . an equation for ϕ̇ when ϕ = 0 .”
Page 339, Sect. 8.7 (Credit: Josh Colwell, April 2011 and Cong, June 2016)
In Eq. (8.70) the second term on the right-hand side should be 4Cr2 /e2 instead of 4Cr /e2 . The full equation
should now be:
8
Cr
C2
(8.70)
ϕ̇2
= −12j22 Cr ne + 4 2r − j2 k .
e
3
e
ϕ=0

Page 339, Sect. 8.7 (Credit: Josh Colwell, April 2011)
In the sentence immediately after Eq. (8.70), replace “Eq. (8.65) and Eq. (8.66)” with “Eq. (8.65) and using
Eq. (8.66)”.
Page 339, Sect. 8.7 (Credit: Josh Colwell, April 2011 and Cong, June 2016)
In Eq. (8.71) the first term on the right-hand side should be 4Cr2 /e2 instead of 4Cr /e2 . The full equation
should now be:
C2
Cr
ϕ̇2
= 4 2r + j22 k 2 − 4j2 k .
(8.71)
e
e
ϕ=0

Page 343, Sect. 8.8, Eq. (8.89) (Credit: Darin Ragozzine, July 2007 and Gabriele Pichierri, December
2016)
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8.89) should be Λ and not Γ. The equation should be
Θ3 = Λ − (k − j)(Θ1 + Θ2 ) = constant.

(8.89)

Page 347, Sect. 8.8 (Credit: Tabare Gallardo, October 2001)
Although Φ = 0 (for k ≥ 2) satisfies Eq. (8.119), substituting Φ = 0 into Eq. (8.118) requires that δ̄ = 0 for
this equation to be satisfied. Therefore the first sentence at the top of page 347 should read: “For k ≥ 2
there is always an equilibrium point at Φ = 0 for δ̄ = 0 .”
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Page 349–358, Sect. 8.8 (Credit: Helena Morais, July 1999)
There is a subtlety concerning the sign of terms in various expressions in this section. From Table 8.5 it
is clear that fd is negative for first-order resonances and positive for second-order resonances. In fact, fd
is negative for odd order resonances and positive for even order resonances. This was pointed out after
Eq. (8.45). The sign is important in determining the location of equilibrium points. After Eq. (8.106) we
noted that fd is taken to incorporate any indirect as well as direct terms. Again we pointed out (after
the definition of ¯ in Eq. (8.113)) the relationship between the sign of fd and the order of the resonance.
However, Helena Morais has pointed out that by including the indirect terms it is possible for the sign of fd
to change. Our statement about the incorporation of the indirect terms still stands but in equations such as
Eq. (8.132), Eq. (8.134), Eq. (8.146), Eq. (8.156), Eq. (8.158) and Eq. (8.168) it should be understood that
the term inside the square bracket should always be positive and the absolute value should always be taken.
Page 345, Eq. (8.108) (Credit: Angela Flynn, November 1999)
0
On the right-hand side of Eq. (8.108) the coefficient of $̇sec
should be k. The corrected equation is:
0
ᾱ0 = [(j − k)n∗ − jn0∗ + k $̇sec
]/k

(8.108)

Page 350, Eq. (8.137) (Credit: Angela Flynn, October 1999)
1
The ∆ in the denominator should be ∆ 3 (cf. the formula for the first root given in Eq. (8.136)). The
corrected equation is:
√
5
1
2
(3 3 ± 3 6 i)δ̄ + (−1 ± 3 i)∆ 3
(8.137)
x2,3 =
2
1
3 3 2∆ 3

Page 350, Sect. 8.7 (Credit: Elizabeth Platt, December 2003)
The inequalities in the penultimate paragraph need to be changed slightly. There is one real root for δ̄ > −3
(not δ̄ ≥ −3) and three real roots for δ̄ ≤ −3 (not δ̄ < −3). The last two sentences of this paragraph should
be: “It is clear from its definition that ∆ is always real for δ̄ > −3 and this always gives one real root, x1 .
For δ̄ ≤ −3 there are always three real roots, even though the quantity ∆ becomes complex.”
Page 353, Sect. 8.8, Fig. 8.11 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the caption for Fig. 8.11(a), it should read “(a) The curves for δ̄ = −15 with . . . ” and not “(a) The curves
for δ = −15 with . . . ”.
Page 369, Eq. (8.201) (Credit: Angela Flynn, October 1999)
There should be a minus sign in front of the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8.201). The corrected
equation is:
1
δ̄ = − (x22 + x21 ) + 4(x1 + x2 )−1
(8.201)
2

Page 371, Sect. 8.10, Fig. 8.19(a) (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the lowest plot in Fig. 8.19(a), the vertical axis is labelled “µ” whereas it should be labelled “θ”, the
resonant angle.
Page 371, Sect. 8.10 (Credit: Jean Teyssandier, November 2021)
Figure 8.19b has been incorrectly plotted. The results of the numerical integration shown in Fig.8.19a are
correct but have not been plotted correctly in Fig.8.19b because of an incorrect scaling. The structure of
the corrected figure is identical but the centres of the two librational islands are at an approximate radial
distance of 3.6, not 7.
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Page 372, Sect. 8.10 (Credit: Jean Teyssandier, November 2021)
There are several errors here, most associated with the application to the 7:4 resonance.
In the line immediately prior to Eq. (8.202), the coefficients are not derived “... with j = 5 and, Tables B.12
and B.14”. They are derived “... with j = 7 and, Tables B.12 and B.15”. Note that the correct value of j
for this application is j = 7 and the tables are B.12 and B.15, not B.14. However, the analytical expression
Eq. (8.202) is correct although the numerical value is not. The corrected equation should be:
fd =

 (7)
1 
−1456 − 408αD − 36α2 D2 − α3 D3 b1/2 = −6.07273.
48

This has implications for the value of the scaling factor R. It should be R = 1275.38 and not 2003.0 as
stated in the text following Eq. (8.202).
To compound matters, Figure 8.20b has been incorrectly plotted. The results of the numerical integration
shown in Fig.8.20a are correct but have not been plotted correctly in Fig.8.20b because of an incorrect
scaling. The structure of the corrected figure is identical but the centres of the three librational islands are
at an approximate radial distance of 22.6, not 400.
Page 378, Figure 8.23
There should be a line from each arrowhead back towards Fig. 8.23c.
Page 383–385, Sect. 8.12.2
There are several problems in this section arising from using the incorrect value of δ for the bifurcation.
Inspection of Fig. 8.12 shows that there are actually two bifurcation values, corresponding to δ̄ = +4 and
δ̄ = −4. The one of interest to us is δ̄ = −4 (see the critical curve for H2 = 0 in Fig. 8.12d). This gives
δ̄ = −4(1 + δ). Therefore the second to fourth lines of Sect. 8.12.2 should read: “Again there is a critical
separatrix at δ = 0 and
√ it is easy to show that for this value of δ there are five equilibrium points at Φ1 = 4
(with x = 0, y = ± 8) and Φ2 = Φ3 = 0 (three points coincident at the origin).” This correction leads
to several more corrections (see below). Most importantly the value of Φcrit is 4, not 1/2. Therefore, the
second paragraph of Sect. 8.12.2 should have the inequality Φinit < Φcrit = 4. This changes the value of ecrit ,
e0crit and the relationship between their initial and final values.
Page 383, Eq. (8.221)
This equation for the critical curve is incorrect for the reasons given above. The corrected equation is:
Φ2 − 4Φ(1 − cos 2φ) = 0

(8.221)

Page 383, Eq. (8.222)
The limits on the integral and the result of the integral are incorrect for the reasons given above. The
corrected equation is:
Z 8
Φφ̇
Jcrit = 4
dΦ = 8π = 2πΦcrit
(8.222)
Φ̇
0

Page 383, Eq. (8.223)
The numerical factor in the denominator should be 32 and not 16 for the reasons given above. This now
agrees with the expression in eq. (B7) of Dermott et al. (1988). The corrected equation is:

ecrit =

4
2 mc
3
(2 − j) 3 j 3 0
32fd
m
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−1/2
(8.223)

Page 383, Eq. (8.224)
The numerical factor in the denominator should be 32 and not 16 for the reasons given above. This now
agrees with the expression in eq. (B9) of Dermott et al. (1988). The corrected equation is:
e0crit

3j 2 mc
=
32fd m


−1/2
(8.223)

Page 384, Eq. (8.231)
The right-hand side of this equation is incorrect for the reasons given above. It should be simply the
right-hand side of Eq. (8.230) divided by 2π, i.e. (1/2)(1 + 2δt ). The corrected equation is:
Φinit + Φfinal =

1
(1 + 2δt )
2

(8.231)

Page 384, Eq. (8.232)
The numerical factor in the denominator should be 32 and not 16 for the reasons given above. The corrected
equation is:

−1
2 mc
4
3
2
2
3
3
einit + efinal = (1 + 2δt )
(8.232)
(2 − j) j
32fd
m0

Page 385, Eq. (8.233)
The numerical factor in the denominator should be 32 and not 16 for the reasons given above. The corrected
equation is:
 2
−1
3j mc
02
e02
+
e
=
(1
+
2δ
)
(8.232)
t
init
final
32fd m

Page 401, Eq. (8.299) (Credit: Eric Ford, May 2006)
In this equation the quantity ω is not defined. It is the frequency of circulation and is defined in eq. (39) of the
paper by Malhotra et al.(1989). To include the definition of ω we need to modify the wording immediately
following Eq. (8.229). This should now be: “where ω is the frequency of circulation (see Malhotra et al.,
1989) and we have used . . . ”.
Page 408, Question 8.5
In order to answer the second part of the question you need to know the initial eccentricity of the particle.
This should be taken to be zero. Therefore the last sentence of the question should now read: “Calculate the
predicted change in the particle’s eccentricity at each resonant encounter assuming that its initial eccentricity
is zero.”
Page 408, Question 8.6
The variation in semi-major axis is quite complicated because of coupling. Therefore the last part of the
question should now read: “Use the data given above to calculate the amplitude and period of the variation
in e and $ due to the effects of the near 3:2 resonance between the planets.”
Page 411, Sect. 9.2, caption for Fig. 9.1 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the second line of the caption for Fig. 9.1, it should be “$0 = 295◦ ” and not “$ = 295◦ ”.
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Page 413, Eq. (9.1) (Credit: Maria Genagritou, March 2005)
The sign in front of the factor µ2 in the second term on the right-hand side of the equation should be − and
not +. The corrected equation is:
ẍ − 2nẏ − n2 x = −µ1

x − µ1
x + µ2
− µ2
3
r1
r23

(9.1)

Page 416, Sect. 9.3.2 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the penultimate line replace “Fig. 8.15a” by “Fig. 8.17a”.
Page 420, Sect. 9.3 (Credit: Harry Varvoglis, October 2001)
It is misleading to state in the legend to Fig. 9.10 and elsewhere on this page that γ is a function of time.
As given in Eqs. (9.7) and (9.8) γ is defined in terms of a limit as t → ∞ and therefore does not change
with time. What we are plotting in Fig. 9.10 is the (log of the) quantity on the right-hand side of Eq. (9.7)
as a function of the (log of the) time. Only in the limit does this quantity tend to γ. What we have now
done is define a quantity χ(tmax ) = limt→tmax . . . and we in Fig.9.10 we now have log χ(tmax ) as a function
of log tmax . In that case γ = limtmax →∞ χ(tmax ).
Page 428, Sect. 9.4 (Credit: Harry Varvoglis, October 2001)
Usually a separatrix is a curve. When we mention “chaotic separatrices” on line 6 we are referring to the
chaotic strip around the separatrix of the unperturbed case. For clarity the phrase “. . . chaotic separatrices
. . . ” should be replaced by “. . . chaotic strips around the separatrix of the unperturbed case . . . ”.
Page 433, Eqs. (9.32–35) (Credit: Tabare Gallardo, December 2001)
In these equations we are using the first term in the resonant part of the Hamiltonian, not the secular part.
Consequently the superscript (sec) should be replaced by (res) in Eqs. (9.32)–(9.35). The corrected equations
are:
(res)

ẋ = −

∂H1
∂y

=−

4πC1
R1
y cos ϕ = − y1
∆
∆

(9.32)

(res)

∂H1
4πC1
R1
=−
x cos ϕ = − x1
∂x
∆
∆
(res)
∂H1
2πC1 2
Φ̇ = −
=−
(x − y 2 ) sin ϕ
∂ϕ
∆
ẏ = +

(9.33)
(9.34)

(res)

ϕ̇ = +

∂H1
∂Φ

=0

(9.35)

Page 435, Eq. (9.60) (Credit: Tabare Gallardo, December 2001)
The equals sign is missing from this equation. The corrected equation is:
!
π
µ21
(4)
(3)
ϕ =ϕ +

3 − 3 .
2
Φ(3)

(9.60)

Page 437, Sect. 9.5.3, Eq. (9.76) (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
The “N2 ” in Eq.(9.76) should be replaced by “n2 ”. The equation should now read:
x = D1 cos n2 t + D2 sin n2 t + D3 .
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(9.74)

Page 438, Eq. (9.86) (Credit: Dimitri Veras, September 2002)
The denominator in this equation should be ε2 and not ε2 . This now agrees with eq. (10) of Duncan et
al . (1989). The corrected equation is:
∆z =

m2
ig exp(iλc )
sign (ε)
2
ε
m1

(9.86)

Page 439, Eq. (9.92) (Credit: Dimitri Veras, September 2002)
The denominator in this equation should be ε21 and not ε1 . This now agrees with the first line of eq. (16) of
Duncan et al . (1989). The corrected equation is:
zn+1 = zn +

m2
ig exp(iλn )
sign(ε1 )
ε21
m1

(9.92)

Page 439, Eq. (9.95) (Credit: Dimitri Veras, September 2002)
The denominator in this equation should be ε21 and not ε1 . This now agrees with the first line of eq. (17) of
Duncan et al . (1989). The corrected equation is:
zn+1 = zn +

ig exp(iλn ) m2
ε21
m1

(9.95)

Page 441, Eq. (9.102) (Credit: Tabare Gallardo, December 2001)
The subscript for the m is incorrect. The term inside the summation should be mj and not mi . The corrected
equation is:
i
X
ηi =
mj .
(9.102)
j=0

Page 444, Sect. 9.5.4 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the line immediately after Eq. (9.121), the lower limit in the summation should be j = i and not i = j.
PN −1
The summation should be j=i Gm0 mj /r̃j .
Page 445, Eqs. (9.129), (9.131), (9.132) and (9.133) (Credit: Krzysztof Gozdziewski, 2001 and Paul
Wiegert, November 2001)
There are several sign changes arising from an incorrect sign in front of the summation in Eq. (9.129). The
error propagates into Eqs. (9.131–9.133). Paul Wiegert has also pointed out that the upper limit in the first
summation in Eq. (9.132) is missing; it should be N − 1. The corrected equations are:
(ṗi )cartesian = −∇ri Hcartesian = −

N
−1
X
k=0
(k6=i)

 
p̃˙ i


=
cartesian

 
ṽ˙ i

=
interaction

ηi−1
ηi

 NX
−1
k=0
(k6=i)

Gmi mk
rik +
3
rik



mi
ηi

Gmi mk
rik
3
rik

X
i−1 N
−1
X
Gmj mk
rjk
3
rjk
j=0 k=0

(9.129)

(9.131)

(k6=j)

N
−1
i−1 N −1
X
G M̃i
Gmk
1 X X Gmj mk
r̃
+
r
+
rjk .
i
ik
3
3
r̃i3
rik
ηi−1 j=0 k=0
rjk
k=0
(k6=i)

(k6=j)
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(9.132)

"

 
ṽ˙ i

interaction

=G M̃i

# 
X
i−1
r0i
ηi
r̃i
Gmj
− 3 −
3 rji
˜
3
r0i
ηi−1 j=1 rji
r
i

N
−1
X

i−1 N −1
1 X X Gmj mk
Gmj
r
+
rjk .
+
ij
3
3
rij
ηi−1 j=0
rjk
j=i+1

(9.133)

k=i+1

Page 447, Sect. 9.5.4, Eq. (9.143) (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the definition of the Bn , replace cos by sin. The full equation should be:
An =

k−1
X

ai cos(2πndi )

Bn =

i=0

k−1
X

ai sin(2πndi ).

(9.143)

i=0

Page 447, Sect. 9.5.4, Eq. (9.145) (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the condition for the Bn , replace cos by sin. The full equation should be:
An =

k−1
X

ai cos(2πndi ) = 0

Bn =

i=0

k−1
X

ai sin(2πndi ) = 0

(9.145)

i=0

Page 449, Sect. 9.6 (Credit: Harry Varvoglis, October 2001)
The penultimate sentence on this page should read: “Since we are dealing with a two-dimensional Hamiltonian system the motion is area preserving.” For three-dimensional systems the motion is volume preserving.
Page 454, Sect. 9.7
Just before the last paragraph the text mentions “seven different trajectories” shown in Fig. 5.8. However,
there were only five trajectories shown in the figure (see correction above to the caption for Fig. 5.8. Therefore
“seven different trajectories” should be changed to “five different trajectories”.
Page 456, Sect. 9.7
Two new sentences need to be added at the end of Sect. 9.7 to cover the work on the chaotic obliquity of
planets. The additional sentences should read: “Even the planets are not immune from chaotic rotation.
Laskar & Robutel (1993) showed that the obliquities of all the terrestrial planets could have experienced
chaotic variations in the past. In the case of Mars the changes are several tens of degrees (Laskar & Robutel
1993, Touma & Wisdom 1993).”
Page 456, Sect. 9.8 (Credit: Giacomo Giampieri, September 1999)
In line 3 of the first paragraph the total mass of the asteroid belt should be ∼ 10−9 solar masses and not
∼ 10−9 Earth masses — our apologies for the slight underestimate!
Page 457, Sect. 9.8.1 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the middle of the page, replace “(see Fig. 1.6)” with “(see Fig. 1.7)”.
Page 459, Sect. 9.8 (Credit: Harry Varvoglis, October 2001)
On line 8 replace “the the relative” by “the relative”.
Page 462, Sect. 9.8.2 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
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At the end of the second line, insert the word “gap” after “observed”.
Page 462, Eq. (9.154)
There is a missing factor µ in the second line of the equation (cf. eq. (1) of Wisdom 1985a; note too that
the additional “(” in Wisdom’s equation is an error). The corrected equation is:
µ21
− 3Φ + µF (x2 + y 2 ) + e0 µGx
2
2Φ


− µ C(x2 − y 2 ) + e0 Dx + e02 E cos φ

H=−

(9.154)

− µ(C2xy + e0 Dy) sin φ .

Page 462, Eq. (9.155)
The second line of the equation needs to be removed (cf. eq. (2) of Wisdom 1985a). The corrected equation
is:
µ2
H = − 12 − 3Φ + µF (x2 + y 2 ) + e0 µGx
(9.155)
2Φ
− µA(x, y) cos[φ − P (x, y)] .

Page 470, Sect. 9.10
The paragraph that starts “An alternative approach . . . ” should have mentioned the 1992 paper by Sussman
and Wisdom (see correction to reference list). The following needs to be inserted at the end of the paragraph:
“A comparable timescale of 4 million years was found by Sussman & Wisdom (1992) who carried out a 100
million year full integration of all the planets. They also showed that the orbits of the four giant planets
behave chaotically.”
Page 471, Sect. 9.10 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
On line 8, insert the “y−1 ” after “10−6.7 ”.
Page 472, Question 9.3
Stating that the initial condition is 3λ0 − λ = 180◦ is not sufficient to determine the initial values of λ and λ0
uniquely. For the purposes of answering the question you should take initial values of λ0 = 0 and λ = 180◦ .
Page 473, Question 9.6 (Credit: Tolis Christou, January 2000)
The phrase “using a mapping interval ∆t = 5 days” should be removed from the end of the third sentence in
the question and placed after the words “50 years” in the second sentence. The second and third sentences
should now read: “Use the program to integrate the orbits of the planets for 50 years using a mapping
interval ∆t = 5 days starting at the epoch of J2000 (JD 2451545.0) using the data given in Table A.2 and
the masses given in Table A.4. Use Eq. (A.14) and Table A.3 to calculate the mean longitude of each planet
at 100 day intervals for 50 years. Compare these values with those obtained using the map with a mapping
interval of (a) 1 day and (b) 10 days, listing the maximum difference over the 50 year interval in each case.”
Page 486, Sect. 10.3.2 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
On line 8, replace “Fig. 8.3a” with “Fig.8.4a”.
Page 497, Eq. (10.44)
The undefined symbol pr in Eq. (10.44) should be ρ. This is the density of the particle and is referred to just
prior to Eq. (10.41). Note that this particular error jumped publication species, having previously occurred
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in Eq. (12) of the article by Dermott (1984). The corrected equation is:
tplasma ≈

n
2dρ
3rρp (n − Ωp )

(10.44)

Page 498, Sect. 10.5.2 (Credit: Shafi Ahmed, May 2001)
Towards the end of the first paragraph is the equation 2A = a(1 + e) − a(1 − e) = ae. There is a factor two
missing from the ae term. The correct equation is 2A = a(1 + e) − a(1 − e) = 2ae so that the amplitude is
A = ae.
Page 499, Eq. (10.52) (Credit: Shafi Ahmed, May 2001)
The term in the denominator of Eq. (10.52) should be ∆a0 and not ∆a. The correct equation is:
2 a 2
δa
=
e .
a
3 ∆a0

(10.52)

Page 500, Sect. 10.5.2 (Credit: Shafi Ahmed, May 2001)
On the third line after Eq. (10.53) replace “as an radial impulse” by “as a radial impulse”.
Page 500, Eq. (10.56) (Credit: Shafi Ahmed, May 2001)
The equation is only an approximation. The actual coefficient, based on taking ∆t ≈ 0.2P with P = 2π/n
and using Eq. (10.55) is 1.885 which we have approximated to 2. Equation (10.56) should be
∆t ≈

2∆a0
Ua

(10.56)

Page 507, Sect. 10.5.4 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
On the first line of the final paragraph, replace “Table 10.3” with “Table 10.2”.
Page 519, Sect. 10.8
The number of equilibrium points associated with the 42:43 corotation inclination resonance is 86 not 84.
Hence the maximum extent (as stated correctly in the paper by Porco 1991) is 360/86 = 4.2◦ (rounded to
one decimal place) and not 4.3◦ . This requires two small changes to the second paragraph of Sect. 10.8. In
the first the “84 equilibrium points” should now read “86 equilibrium points”. In the second “maximum
extent of 360/84 = 4.3◦ ” should now read “maximum extent of 360/86 = 4.2◦ ”. Figure 10.27 should be
modified to show that the 86 equilibrium points of the 42:43 corotation inclination resonance are embedded
within the 43 equilibrium points of the 42:43 corotation eccentric resonance at almost the same location.
Page 525, Question 10.5
In order to determine the widths of the resonances you have to know the masses of the satellites and these
are not given in Table A.11. For the purposes of answering the question you can assume that the density of
each satellite is 1.2 g cm−3 .
Page 525, Question 10.6
You need to know the mass of Galatea but this is not given in Table A.13. For the purposes of answering
the question you can assume that the density of Galatea is 1.2 g cm−3 .
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Page 530, Sect. A.4 (Credit: Shafi Ahmed, May 2001)
In the paragraph beginning “As an example . . . ” the last sentence should start “Using Tables A.2 and A.3
. . . ”.
Page 531–535, Tables A.4–7, A.9, A.11, A.13 and A.15 (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In Tables A.4, A.5, A.6, A.7, A.9, A.11, A.13 and A.15 the units of hRi are km and so “(km)” needs to be
inserted after hRi in the headings of each of these tables.
Page 531, Appendix A, Table A.4
The rotation period of Mercury should be 1407.51 hours and not 1047.51 hours.
Page 531, Appendix A, Table A.5 (Credit: Than Putzig, December 2002)
The quoted inclination of the Moon’s orbit is with respect to the ecliptic, not the Earth’s equator. Therefore
a note to this effect needs to be added below the table. The note should read: “Note: The quoted inclination
is with respect to the ecliptic.” The orbital inclination of the moon with respect to the Earth’s equator varies
between 18.28◦ and 28.58◦ .
Page 549, Appendix B, Table B.11 (Credit: Hiroshi Kinoshita, August 2002)
The term outside the square bracket at the end of the definition of f50 should be Aj−1 and not Aj− . The
last line of the corrected expression is:

+14α2 D2 − 17jα2 D2 − 2α3 D3 − 4jα3 D3 − α4 D4 Aj−1

Page 557, References B
The second author on the Bailey et al. (1992) reference is “Chambers, J.E.” and not “Chamber, J.E.”. My
apologies to John Chambers.
Page 559, References B
The sixth author on the Burns et al. (1999) reference is “Ockert-Bell, M.E.” and not “Ocketr-Bell, M.E.”.
My apologies to Maureen Ockert-Bell.
Page 559, References C (Credit: Travis Stenborg, February 2017)
In the title of the paper by Cauchy, “Exercises” should be “Exercices”. The full reference should now read:
Cauchy, A. L. (1827). Sur les moments d’inértie, Exercices de Mathématiques, 2, 93–103.
Page 559, References C
The two papers by Champenois and Vienne have now been published. The references are:
Champenois, S. and Vienne, A. (1999a). Chaos and secondary resonances in the Mimas-Tethys system,
Celest. Mech. Dyn. Astron., 74, 111–146.
Champenois, S. and Vienne, A. (1999b). The role of secondary resonances in the evolution of the MimasTethys system, Icarus, 140, 106–121.
Page 559, References C
The paper by Christou has now been published. The reference should now read:
Christou, A. A. (2000). A numerical survey of transient co-orbitals of the terrestrial planets, Icarus 144,
1–20.
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Page 559, References C (Credit: Ivan Shevchenko, August 2008)
In the title of the paper by Clairaut, “l’Hydrastatique” should be “l’Hydrostatique”. The full reference should
now read:
Clairaut, A. C. (1743). Théorie de la Figure de la Terre, Tirée des Principes de l’Hydrostatique, (Durand,
Paris)
Page 562, References D
The paper by Duxbury and Callahan (1982) is contained in the conference abstracts. The full reference
should read:
Duxbury, T.C. and Callahan, J. (1982). Phobos and Deimos cartography, Lunar Planet. Sci. XIII, 190
(abstract).
Page 566, References L
The following reference needs to be added:
Laskar, J. and Robutel, P. (1993). The chaotic obliquity of the planets, Nature 361, 608–612.
Page 568, References M (Credit: Paul Cresswell, March 2007)
The year of publication of the paper by Michel & Thomas should be 1996 and not 1995. The reference
should read:
Michel, P. and Thomas, F. (1996). The Kozai resonance for near-Earth asteroids with semimajor axes smaller
than 2 AU Astron. Astrophys. 307, 310–318.
Page 569, References N
The paper by Nakamura et al. is incorrectly referenced. The reference should read:
Nakamura, Y., Latham, G.V., Dorman, H.J. and Duennebier, F.K. (1976). Seismic structure of the Moon:
A summary of current status Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 7, 3113–3121.
Page 572, References S (Credit: Angela Flynn, October 1999)
The second author on the Shoemaker et al. (1989) reference is “Shoemaker, C.S.” and not “Shoemaker,
E.S.”. My apologies to Carolyn Shoemaker.
Page 573, References S
The following reference needs to be added:
Sussman, G.J. and Wisdom, J. (1992). Chaotic evolution of the solar system, Science 257, 56–62.
Page 573, References T
The following reference needs to be added:
Touma, J. and Wisdom, J. (1993). The chaotic obliquity of Mars, Science 259, 1294–1297.
Carl D. Murray
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